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READING: For questions (1-7) Read the following text carefully, and then 

choose the correct answer from A, B, C or D to complete the sentence below 

each text.  

1) Most young people communicate through social media, by which they send each other 

photos and messages via the Internet. Some students like to send messages that are under 

140 letters for anyone to read. Teachers can ask students to summarize information about 

what they have learnt in class in the same way. If students learn to summarize quickly, they 

will be able to use this skill in future. We all like to send emails, don’t we? Email exchanges 

are very useful in the classroom.  

- The skill that students will be able to use in future if they learn to perform it 

rapidly is --------.  

A) sending messages            B) taking photos           C) reading                D) summarization 

 

2) The first computer game was produced in 1962 CE, followed two years later by the 

computer mouse. In 1971 CE, the floppy disk was invented, which meant that information 

could be shared between computers. The first PC (personal computer) was produced in 1974 

CE, so people could buy computers to use at home. In 1983 CE, people could buy a laptop 

for the first time. Then, in 1990 CE, the British scientist Tim BernersLee developed the World 

Wide Web.  

- The word which means “a flexible, removable magnetic disk” in the text is a…..  

A) computer game     B) computer mouse        C) floppy disk       D) personal computer  

 

3) Another way of communicating with other schools is through talking to people over the 

computer. Most computers have cameras, so you can also see the people you are talking to. 

In this way, students who are studying English in Jordan can see what students in England 

are doing in the classroom while they are speaking to them. You can also use this system to 

invite guest speakers to give talks over a computer. For example, scientists and teachers 

from another country could give a lesson to the class.  
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- The system that can be used to invite guest speakers to give a lesson to the class 
is - ----------.  
A) email exchanges                                                   B) social media  

C) computers which have cameras                              D) computers which have filters 

4) In just a few years’ time, experts say that billions of machines will be connected to each 

other and to the Internet. As a consequence, computers will increasingly run our lives for us. 

For example, your fridge will know when you need more milk and add it to your online 

shopping list; your windows will close if it is likely to rain; your watch will record your heart 

rate and email your doctor; and your sofa will tell you when you need to stand up and get 

some exercise.  

- The underlined word ( it) in the text refers to-------------  

A) fridge                  B) the internet                    C) milk                         D) computers  

5) Many people are excited about the ‘Internet of Things’. For them, a dream is coming true. 

They say that our lives will be easier and more comfortable. However, others are not so sure. 

They want to keep control of their own lives and their own things. In addition, they wonder 

what would happen if criminals managed to access their passwords and security settings. The 

dream could easily become a nightmare.  

- Some people are excited about the "Internet of Things" because -----------------.  

A) they want to keep control of their own lives  

B) their lives will be easier and more comfortable  

C) they want to keep control of their own things  

D) they are sure that the dream is coming true  

6) People have been using types of computers for thousands of years. A metal machine was 

found on the seabed in Greece that was more than 2,000 years old. It is believed that this 

was the first ever computer. In the 1940s, technology had develop enough for inventors to 

make the first generation of modern computers. One such model was so large that it needed 

a room that was 167 square metres to accommodate it. During that decade, scientists in 

England developed the first computer program. It took 25 minutes to complete one 

calculation. In 1958 CE, the computer chip was developed.  

-The sentence which shows that the first generation of modern computers was 

very slow is ----------------.  

A) It is believed that this was the first ever computer  

B) During that decade, scientists in England developed the first computer program.  

C) It took 25 minutes to complete one calculation  

D) In the 1940s, technology had develop enough for inventors to make the first generation of 

modern computers  
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7) Many classrooms now use a whiteboard as a computer screen. As a consequence, 

teachers can show websites on the board in front of the class. Teachers can then use the 

Internet to show educational programmes, play educational games, music, recordings of 

languages, and so on. In some countries, tablet computers are available for students to use 

in class. Therefore, students can use the tablets to do tasks such as showing photographs, 

researching information, recording interviews and creating diagrams. Tablets are ideal for 

pair and group work.  

- The technological device that can be used to record interviews with people is a--  

A) blog            B) whiteboard         C) tablet computer                 D) board 

VOCABULARY: For questions (8 – 14), choose the correct answer from A,B,C, 

or D to complete each of the following sentences.  

8) Mathematical geniuses are often able to do complicate ---------- very quickly.  

A) models            B) calculations             C) security settings                D) identity fraud  

9) Thousands of people fall victims to electronic ------------ each year.  

A) identity fraud             B) programs           C) email exchanges              D) privacy settings  

10) It is likely that all aspects of everyday life will ------- on a computer program.  

A) post                 B) access                   C) invent                D) rely  

11) Mobile phones used to be huge. Early -----------were as big as bricks.  

A) calculations            B) models            C) programs             D) security settings  

12) I didn't -------- the story .Everything I told you is true.  

a) invent             B inventor               C) inventive             D) inventively  

13) Price alone is not a -------- indicator of quality.  

A) reliable            B) rely               C) reliability                  D) reliably  

14) Many computers have ---------which stop people using certain websites .  

A) email exchanges        B) whiteboards                 C) calculations                  D) filters  

 

GRAMMAR: For questions (15 – 26), choose the correct answer from A, B, C 

or D.  

15) My parents always --------- me how to bounce back after a setback.  

A) teach             B)was being taught            C) would teach             D) are taught  

16) This evening, the committee members ---------the latest critical issues.  

A) will discuss       B) was going to discuss             C) discusses         D) are going to discuss  

17) At least, two of my books ----------- into French every year.  

A) have translated         B) has been translated       C) will be translated    D)are translated  

18) After my grandfather -------------- the plants, he took a break.  

A) is watered              B) waters              C) had watered            D) is being watered  
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19) My father -------- reading a wonderful novel for three days.  

A) is                 B) were              C) has been                 D) have been  

20) I think you should study Biology.  

-The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is:  

A) If I were you , I should study Biology.              B) If I were you , I would study Biology.  

C) If I were you , you would study Biology.           D) If I am you , I would study Biology.  

22) It started raining at 5 a.m. It’s 10 a.m., and it is still raining.  

-The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is:  

A) It is raining since 5 a.m. . . .                             B) It had been raining since 5 a.m. . . .  

C) It has been raining since 5 a.m. . .                    D) was raining since 5 a.m. .  

21) "I am typing the final report."  

-The correct reported speech of the sentence above is :  

A) Sara said that she is typing the final report.  

B) Sara said that she was typing the final report. 

C) Sara said that she had been typing the final report.  

D) Sara said that she has been typing the final report. 

23) I asked someone to fix my computer.  

-The correct causative form of the sentence above is :  

A) I have fixed my computer                   B) I had fixed my computer  

C) My computer was fixed                       D) I had my computer fixed .  

24) You are not allowed to touch this machine.  

-The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is:  

A) You must touch this machine.                      B) You mustn't touch this machine.  

C) You don't have to touch this machine.           D) You mustn't to touch this machine .  

25) Mohammad checked his emails, and then he started work.  

-The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is:  

A) Before Mohammad had checked his emails, he started work  

B) Before Mohammad has checked his emails, he started work  

C) Before Mohammad started work, he had checked his emails.  

D) Before Mohammad has started work, he checked his emails.  

26) Somebody has found my missing laptop.  

-The correct passive form of the sentence above is :  

A) My laptop has been found by someone.            B) My laptop was found by someone.  

C) My laptop is been found by someone                D) My laptop had been found by someone.  
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WRITING: For questions (27 – 30) choose the correct answer from A, B, C or 

D.  

27) -------the recent advances in technology ---- it is still unreliable and inconvenient.  

A) Therefore /,           B) Despite /.           C Therefore /.           D) Despite /,  

 

28) You / the screen / have to / don’t / switch off  

The sentence that has the correct order of the words and phrases above is:  

A) You don’t switch have to off the screen.      B) You don’t have to switch off the screen.  

C) You have to don’t switch off the screen.      D) You don’t have off switch to the screen. 

 

29) The correct punctuated sentence is :  

A) By the end of 2016! My brother had got his degree.  

B) By the end of 2016 .My brother had got his degree!  

C) By the end of 2016; my brother had got his degree?  

D) By the end of 2016, my brother had got his degree.  

 

30) The teacher must be part of the group --- too, to ------------ what is happening.  

A)   , / monitor           B)   . / menitor              C)   ; / moniter                D)   , / munitor  

 

Best wishes for you all 
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